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A NEWSLETTER FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY FROM R&O CONSTRUCTION — SPRING 2015

 One of the things Dale Campbell was best at 
building was relationships which is why his un-
expected passing December 5 greatly saddened 
everyone at R&O and was deeply felt in the Utah 
construction industry and the wider Ogden com-
munity where  
Dale was well loved and respected.
 “Dale really provided the vision for R&O for 
many years. One of his biggest strengths was 
building  
relationships with our clients, subcontractors and  
other friends. We’ll work to carry on that legacy,” 

said R&O President Slade Opheikens. “As we 
transitioned roles in recent years, it was great to 
have him here and be able to talk to him about 
challenges and ideas knowing I could rely on his 
experience, insight and understanding.”
 Dale had more than 42 years of experience in  
the development and construction industry and 
had been with R&O for over 25 years, where he 
served as president for 10 years.
 Rich Thorn, president and CEO of the Utah 
AGC called Dale a “go to” guy for his service on 
numerous committees and several terms of service 
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on the association’s Board of Directors. “The 
construction industry has lost a dear friend. He 
was a wonderful role model and mentor to many 
who chose to make a career in construction,” said 
Thorn. “Whether it was work on committees,  
community giving or philanthropy, he was a great 
example of giving and serving with kindness.”
 Chris Hipwell, president and CEO of the Utah 
chapter of the ABC, praised Dale’s contributions  
to the industry and wider community as well.   
“I was fortunate to have worked with Dale in a  
professional as well as charitable capacity. His 

contribution to our industry reaches back nearly 
40 years. He was a gentle and kind person and  
his leadership will be greatly missed in our  
community.”
 Dale served on numerous community  
boards including current terms on the Salt Lake 
Chamber’s Board of Governors, Weber State  
University’s College of Business and Economics 
Dean’s Advisory Council, Adopt and Elder Native 
Board of Directors and the American Cancer  

Society’s Board of Directors. Dale was instrumental 
in R&O’s current involvement in building the Hope 
Lodge in Salt Lake City for the ACS, where he was 
to be chairman of the Hope Lodge gala for 2015.
 On January 13 Ogden City honored Dale 
resolving that: “The Ogden City Council and Mayor 
Michael P. Caldwell hereby recognize Dale C. 
Campbell for his countless and outstanding con-
tributions to the Ogden community. His hard work 
and dedication played a key role in many  
of the developments that greatly enhance our 
community. Dale will be sorely missed by family, 

friends, professional colleagues and the entire 
Ogden community. He was genuine and caring  
to those around him and easily made friends. His 
legacy will continue forward in our community and 
throughout Utah as the projects he so diligently 
completed continue to be utilized and enjoyed by 
tens of thousands of individuals.”
 Dale was a graduate of Weber State University 
and father of six children and grandfather to 
16 grandchildren.
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 With an eye on the future of higher education 
in Northern Utah, R&O broke ground last fall for 
the first building on the new Utah State University 
campus in Brigham City. “This will be the first  
building of what is expected to be a 100 year  
build-out,” said Project Architect Joe  
Jacoby, AIA, and principal at Jacoby Architects. 
The new $15 million, 50,000 sq. ft. building is sited 
at the west end of the 40 acre site. “We want this 
building to establish a presence on the site and be 
a gathering place for students and the community.”
 Designed to accommodate a variety of  
functions, the structure features four separate  
two story wings extending from a central atrium. 
The X-like form allows for multiple independent 
functions and also creates four outdoor plazas  
that connect the building to the wider campus. 
Inside there is an open, multi-purpose space, a 
150-person lecture hall, classrooms, administrative 
offices and study spaces. Classrooms will be  
outfitted with the latest teaching technologies  
including some with cameras and monitors to  
allow two-way conversations between the  
classroom and a lecturer at a remote location. 
 The site, previously occupied by a K-Mart store 

which had closed, was donated to the university by 
out-of-state owners. The state purchased adjacent 
property to the east which was once part of the now 
shuttered Intermountain Indian School.
 USU Extension Services Dean, Tom Lee said  
of the project: “Our enrollment has grown and we 
are planning for the future. This new facility will  
help with that expected growth and allow us to  
offer more classes in more formats,” said Lee.  
He noted as a land grant university, it is part of  
USU’s mission to spread higher learning opportunities  
throughout the state and to as many residents  
as possible.
 Jacoby said the exterior of the building takes 
design cues from the surrounding landscape.  
The building will be clad with stone with a layered 
pattern to reflect the geography of the mountains 
to the east, terraced by ancient Lake Bonneville.”  
He added: “R&O’s Kelly Hansen worked with local 
suppliers to get the stone back on the building  
after it had been changed to brick during a value 
engineering process.”
 Construction is scheduled for completion in 
time for students and faculty to move in by the  
end of 2015.

New Building Anchors Future  
USU Campus in Brigham City
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R&O 
fills ChiCk-fil-a order
 When the Chick-fil-A restaurant chain decided 
to emerge from mall food courts in Utah and  
begin building stand-alone locations, R&O was 
there to fill the order. “They wanted a mobile  
contractor who was familiar with the region where 
they were expanding and someone who would 
buy into their corporate culture,” said R&O’s Vice 

President of Special Projects Mike Nicholls who 
visited the Chick-fil-A headquarters in Atlanta, 
Georgia with Project Manager Lee Child and  
Project Assistant Wendy Austin during the  
bidding process. “R&O was as much interested  
in Chick-fil-a as they were interested in giving us 
an opportunity to work with them,” he said.
      R&O built six new restaurants in 2014 for the 
national brand famous for their chicken sandwich-
es and homemade lemonade. With the exception 
of one location in Boise and one in Cheyenne, all 
the new stores built by R&O are located in Utah. 
The projects are unusual in the world of franchise 
restaurants in that each one is uniquely designed 

for its location while maintaining certain branding 
features regarding the overall look and feel.  
Unlike some fast food franchise locations with 
construction schedules of 80 to 110 days,  
Chick-fil-A allows for 154 days from start of  
construction to the opening of the restaurant. 
“Doing things faster and cheaper is not their chief 

concern. They are looking for quality, and a team 
who enjoys building  their project.” added Mike.
 Chick-Fil-A’s company culture preaches  
treating people well and trying to make the world 
a better place. “They’ve shown they really do want 
to live up to that ideal. They’re a great group of 
people from the V.P. of operations for the North-
west Region, their suppliers, vendors and  
construction consultants. I have yet to meet  
anyone who is not been pleasant to deal with,”  
said Mike. R&O is looking forward to bidding  
more projects for the company as it continues to 
expand in the western states.
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E M P L O Y E E  S P O T L I G H T

 With just over 30 years on the job, Rod Dalpias 
is one of R&O’s longest serving employees. He’s 
watched the company grow, add and change  
locations and continue to thrive. In fact, growth  
is the thing Rod says has changed the company 
the most and he doesn’t mind at all. That growth 
has given him a chance to work in a variety of  
positions, taken him to jobs in other states and  
today keeps him busier than ever as manager of 
the construction yard at R&O’s Ogden headquarters.
 Rod began as a foreman and worked on local 
retail projects like Shopko and Smith’s as well as 
the Ogden High Seminary. In addition to his work 
in the field he delivered plans and tracking tools 
for Lynn Wright, R&O’s former operations vice 
president. Rod enjoys working with other R&O 
employees and loves harassing his fellow workers 
in a good natured way. “But I hate it when it when 
people leave the company,” he says.
 Rod and his wife have been married 32 years 
and have five adopted children ages 27, 24, 18, 17 
and 15. When not working Rod and his family like 
to spend time camping on his canyon property 
where he keeps a motor home. The runs through 
their property, and Rod added a canopy to his  
motor home so they can enjoy the view even 
when it is raining. If you know Rod you probably 
know if he’s not at work or camping he’d prefer to 
be at Disneyland. He claims it brings out the kid 
in him. Making the trip to the “Happiest Place on 
Earth,” was an annual event for his family for nearly 
30 years and he says some years he and his wife 
just went together. Rod says he has not been to 
Disneyland for three years now but is planning to 
catch up on missed rides with a trip this year.
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 Las Vegas is known mostly as a playground 
for grown-ups but last summer the famous desert 
playground got a little more fun for all ages as 
R&O completed work on the latest Cowabunga 
Bay Water Park in Henderson. What is now a 23 
acre oasis of towering water slides, splash pools 
and colorful picnic cabanas started life as an 
empty piece of hard scrabble desert. R&O had  
to move a lot of ground and get rid of a lot of 
material to get the site leveled.
 A change of ownership early in the project 
stalled work and when it was restarted R&O’s 
team was facing an accelerated schedule in order 
to meet a mid-summer opening date. Crews got 

to work installing just over 20 miles of under-
ground piping to circulate hundreds of gallons  
of water through the park’s 25 slides, pools and 
water features. The R&O team utilized 3-D  
modeling and BIM to coordinate the layout.  
The placement of the caissons and bolts had  
to be precise given the tight tolerances when  
assembling the steel supports and fiberglass  
slide sections which were fabricated in Turkey  
and shipped to the site.
 Superintendent Mark Lee said his crew was 
pouring concrete and setting the last features 
in place at the end of June but the park, with its 
1960’s beach/surf theme, opened in time for the 
height of the summer on July 4th, 2014.

R&O Las Vegas Leads Cowabunga Bay to a Succ
essful Splash


